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Are libraries – hallowed, dusty halls lined with shelves and shelves of books in popular imagination – going extinct
soon? Possibly, some say. It is no secret that more and more people are going online with their library needs. With
the growing popularity of electronic-books, prevalence of digitised content, and other social and cultural norms; are
libraries still relevant? N. Varaprasad, who was CEO of Singapore's National Library Board (NLB) for six years (until
Sept 15 this year) provided some answers and more at a recent Wee Kim Wee Centre CEO Talk
(http://www.business.smu.edu.sg/wkwc/ceo_talks/CT2010.asp). His topic, 'The Death of Libraries', seems especially
relevant in light of the modern-day 'threats' that people have gotten so used to.
For starters, with Google around, who still needs to go to the library to look up information? Just type in any subject
and a list of relevant websites will roll out. “Googling”, a verb, not merely a noun, can also help uncover images,
scholarly articles, or public documents of all kinds. One merely needs to spend a few minutes clicking through the
list. Dynamic search engines also mean results are getting more and more refined by the day. Over are the days
where you have to comb through bookshelves for information. With Google, research is fast and fuss-free.
Besides search engines, a neater organiser of online information exists in the form of Wikipedia, which, with more
than 3.4 million subjects, provides quick reference for just about any topic, issue or personality. 'Threats' can
manifest from some not so obvious quarters too. The emergence of dedicated electronic readers made suitable for
sustained periods of reading, also challenges the traditional book. And it is not just about the way books are
consumed anymore – it is about the whole experience, as there is a growing list of titles that can be downloaded
freely, and “flipped” in the comfort and leisure of these gadget users. A trip to the library is becoming less
necessary.
Beyond just the physical transformation in the way information is stored and disseminated, there is a more
fundamental shift going on: the nature of trust has also changed. In the past, libraries, with its vast collections of
books and other materials, are seen as the source to go to, for authenticated and credible information. Today, many
have no qualms about taking in information, views and ideas freely posted online by strangers virtually.
Friends, not foes
Despite the numerous issues, Varaprasad feels that libraries still stand a chance. For one, he does not see Google as
a threat, but as an efficient gateway to the library’s resources. This complements library users’ search for
information. As for Wikipedia, Varaprasad’s point of view is that the online encyclopaedia is useful as a jump-off
point for preliminary research or a quick primer into a certain topic. However, despite the checks and edits done by
Wikipedia’s army of contributors, there is no guarantee of accuracy.
NLB has not been standing still, of course. It has built up its collection of digital books, magazines, newspapers and
audio-video content. To-date, NLB eResources, as this electronic treasure trove is called, offers users access to
more than a million e-books and magazines, 1,700 e-newspapers, 500,000 music tracks and 170 databases,
organised around a broad variety of subjects, like the Singapore Heritage Collection, British Library Collection, NLB
Online Repository of Artistic works, Singapore Pictures, Singapore Infopedia and Singapore Story.
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Snacks, not full meals
As technology changes, habits change too. In this age where people crave for quick satisfaction for their information
needs, not many people have the patience to sit down and spend hours ploughing through reading materials. They
are easily distracted as they multi-task, giving their seconds of attention before moving on. “People just run through
the table of contents and zoom in [on] what they want to read. They prefer to snack rather than take a full meal,”
said Varaprasad.
Whereas in the past, people would buy a whole physical CD album for a couple of songs that they like, consumers
now have the option of buying the specific songs from digital stores. This same sense of selectivity is also happening
within the e-publications arena. Technology now allows for the purchase of a poem, a chapter or even just a
diagram. These are changes that libraries need to recognise, so that they can tailor their offerings accordingly.
Redefining and refining
While Varaprasad is optimistic about the fate of libraries, he feels that physical books are on their way out. “It is
just a question of when,” he said. The first ‘books’ were carved out of stone tablets. From carving on stones to
writing on scrolls to printing on paper, the medium that stores and spreads information is constantly changing. The
unmistakable trend, going forward, is for more information to be generated, stored and disseminated online.
To stay relevant to the changing needs of the people, the library has to reinvent itself. Today the library is no
longer a place, but a space – both physical and virtual. People sitting in the library may be surfing for information
outside the library, while people sitting outside the library may be accessing information inside the library. “The
library has been redefined,” said Varaprasad. “We should not see it as four walls, but [as an] undefined space where
there is an exchange of ideas and insights.” Libraries are also available on the move as digital content goes mobile.
NLB has introduced features like 'Library in Your Pocket', where users can search catalogues, check their accounts,
book events, be informed about new arrivals, send in queries, and download short stories.
As libraries morph into new forms, they take on new roles too. “In the future, library users can expect many
discovery tools that connect people to information, information to information, information to people, and people to
people,” said Varaprasad. They can search across multiple sources, research institutions and media. Libraries will
become places where people can enjoy the immersive ambience of a knowledge hub – where collaboration and
exchange of ideas and knowledge will take place. If users want to communicate with people behind a research
paper, the library can link them up to the authors.
Libraries should also come up with programmes and activities that will engage both on-site and online users,
organising them around groups defined by common interest and not physical presence, for the library itself cannot be
confined to a physical space, he said. NLB, for one, has gone “social” – social media, that is. Library users can now
choose to link their Facebook accounts to NLB, where they can then create personal lists of what they want or plan
to read. Within the platform, users can check their library account, perform transactions, renew and reserve library
items, recommend books to friends, and direct questions to librarians.
Varaprasad imagines that libraries of the future might take a modular form, like that of Lego bricks; where there is
one concept but many parts and multiple possibilities. So just like the evolution from stone tablets to scrolls to
books, libraries need to innovate and evolve, so that they may continue to deliver knowledge to the masses; make
reading experiences more interesting and social; and ultimately, keep from extinction.
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